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Thank you for choosing Clean Cut to handle your tree or landscape project. The following items include more details about our process. 
1) Scheduling - All work is scheduled on a first come, first served basis. Due to the nature of the tree service industry (mainly Mother Nature),                         

we try to avoid exact dates. Instead it is best to give you a “window of time” that we expect to get started, and that “window” will always be                             
“in approximately ___ weeks” and not “Monday, the ___”. The weather has a ripple effect on our business. Two days of rain this week can                         
and will affect the schedule for the weeks to come. We understand that this can be frustrating for our customer, but these issues are out of                          
our control and we will do our best to be there when we say we will. Also it is not necessary for you to be home when your job is being done                                
(most of our customers are working elsewhere while we’re working). We will not need to enter your home and we need all of the parking                         
space we can get. If you are not home when we finish the work, we will mail you an invoice. Please do not schedule a vacation day from                            
your work place on the day you expect us. Weather, equipment failure, employee sickness, or simply a job taking too long the previous day                        
may cause work delay. Your tree work will probably get done quicker if you tell us to come at our first available opening. 

2) Firewood - If you would like us to leave some of the wood, please let us know in advance. There will be an extra charge for stacking                           
firewood. 

3) Emergency Work - If the damage is covered by your homeowner’s insurance, we will be happy to bill your insurance company for you.                       
However, you will be responsible for the full amount of your completed work, even if your insurance doesn’t cover it. 

4) Stump Grinding - If you choose to have your stumps ground out as part of your contract, please note that it will not be done by the same                            
crew that removed your tree(s). This usually occurs within a couple of weeks or the next few days, but cannot be scheduled for a specific                         
date. Clean Cut Tree Service will bill you for stump grinding upon completion. Please note, when your stump has been ground out, we will                        
not haul away the grindings unless you authorize step 2 on your estimate form. Stumps are very difficult to grind up and get out of the                          
ground. It can get messy. Our stump grinding machine is about 10’ long and can fit into a 36” wide gate. It is a 3,000 pound machine, but it                             
is on rubber tracks so it will not put ruts in your yard. This machine will grind the stump into thousands of wood chips (stump grindings)                          
(looks like light colored mulch). If you would like us to haul away the stump grindings, you will find that price listed in the lower right box                           
“step 2”. If we do not haul the stump grindings away, 90% will be in a pile by the stump. The depth we typically grind is 3”-7” deep (which is                              
the depth of most stumps we encounter). We also grind 8”-10” to the side of the stump. If you need grinding on surface roots around the                          
stump or the raised mounds ground down, there will be an extra charge. Our stump grinder cannot grind through metal or concrete and can                        
only grind within 9”-10” of any fence, wall or similar structure. For our customers who have given us measurements ahead of time, we will                        
measure again and confirm pricing before we start the stump work. Included are the surface roots (roots that are visible and partially out of                        
the ground) within 12” of the stump. Any other surface roots will be an additional charge. 

5) Personal Property - Please remove all ornamental objects such as planters, birdbaths, flowers, sidewalk lights, play equipment, or fences                   
necessary for your tree(s) to be removed or trimmed. If you have an inground sprinkler system or similar, we must be informed ahead of                        
time in writing. Otherwise we cannot be responsible. Please remove dog waste from  your yard before work crew arrives. 

6) Yard sign - We have found yard signs to be very effective in neighborhoods. We would appreciate if you would let us keep a sign in your                           
yard for a couple of weeks or longer if possible. If we have not picked up the sign within a month, please throw the sign away. 
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